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1. Research Antecedents and Justification of the Choice of the Topic

98 thousand lives claimed in the USA, and 3-6 thousand in Hungary by fatal medical errors in hospitals care. Over-complicated, wasteful, unorganised processes; poor communication; frustrated staff and patients; an error rate approximating 10% and growing care costs – in brief, these are challenges faced by the health care systems and in particular and mainly by the hospitals of the most advanced countries (Konh – Corrigan, 2000; Varga et al., 2005; Spear, 2005; National Audit Office, 2005; Schenk, 2006; Burgess et al., 2009; NHSIII, 2007). As for the other side of the coin, the perspective offered by the lean transformation of hospital processes: quality improvement and organised processes, shorter waiting times and less frustration, more time for the patient, harnessed growth of expenditures (Spear, 2005). Given its expected effects, the Lean offers an excellent opportunity for the development of health care and especially hospital processes. It is no surprise, therefore, that it has been the subject of increasingly intensive interest ever since the 2000s (Brandao de Souza, 2009), and it is at the basis of the latest series of efficiency-enhancement programmes NHS, the British National Health Service (Proudlove et al., 2008).

The first phase of scientific understanding is to observe and explore the phenomena under study. That is, explorative research is probably the best way to approximate an “emerging” area (Karlsson, 2009). To date, the lean transformation of hospital processes is clearly such an emerging area, as indicated by the relative scarcity of scientific knowledge on this topic, and the fact that one third of the relevant publications deals with “speculations” (Brandao de Souza, 2009). This is no surprise, considering that the first lean hospital projects date from the early 2000s. With the growth of the amount of experiences described by explorative research, however, the time has come for the systematic collection, analysis and classification of data in this area of research (Karlsson, 2009). On the one hand, systematic information helps experts active in practice form a clearer view of the essence, possibilities and hindrances of the Lean and, on the other hand, it provides an opportunity for the designation of further research areas and for asking new questions. Thus systematisation is most significant for both scientific society and the experts active in practice.

Neither the international, nor the Hungarian technical literature offers a systematic, comprehensive description of the phenomenon of the lean transformation of
hospital processes (Brandao de Souza, 2009). The Dissertation intends to remedy the deficiency in scientific knowledge through the most extensive possible identification of the relevant special literature items and an analysis and systematic description of the pieces of the information they relay concerning the lean transformation of hospital processes.

On the basis of the above, I defined the objective of my research as follows:

Collection, systematic arrangement and description of empirical evidence concerning the lean transformation of hospital processes.
2. The Methods

The research objective defined in the previous chapter, i.e. the systematisation of available pieces of information, can be realised along two essentially different courses. (1) Independent data collection, provided that the necessary resources and time are available. (2) In case of limited resources, collection of as many pieces of information described by others in relation to specific cases as possible.

Even if the necessary resources were available, the results provided by Version (1) would not necessarily differ significantly from those provided by Version (2). On the other hand, Version (1) makes it easier to control the data collection process and to understand the situation, which improves the reliability and validity of the research.

I chose a combination of the two courses in my research, driven partly by the efficiency considerations and partly by the limited nature of opportunities to study this topic and the lean as an instrument which is almost unknown to hospital managers in Hungary. Direct access to the experiences of foreign hospitals, on the other hand, was limited by the scarcity of financial resources available to me. Consequently, the cost-efficient method was to tap the available sources, and to supplement and clash the experiences relayed there with a domestic case of process and quality development going back more than a decade, similar to the Lean in its approach and instruments, albeit not in its terminology. Furthermore, by including the Hungarian case, I could enhance the reliability and validity of the research results.
Figure 1 shows the logic of the research.

Figure 1. Research logic
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*Source: Figure compiled by the Author.*

I adhered to following research scenario:

1. I identified the sources which themselves provided a structured overview of the collected pieces of information based on a criterion of some kind. I found four such works on the lean transformation of hospital activities. Spear (2005) sums up his first-hand experiences gained at several hospitals. Radnor et al. (2006) examine and describe in a systematic way their experiences mainly of the lean efforts of public institutions in the area of Scotland, UK. Proudlove et al. (2008) describe the research experiences of British NHS\(^1\) in connection with the application of another methodology which is similar to Lean. Finally, Young – McClean (2008) also sum up first-hand experiences gained at hospitals in the United Kingdom.

2. I structured the contents of the articles by open coding. That is, I assigned conceptual labels to blocks of information related to Lean in the articles. Then I

---

\(^1\) NHS: National Health Service
merged the logically related labels and gave each group the name which best summarised it. I identified 41 Lean factors this way, which I then assigned to 12 main categories. When the code system was ready, I re-read the texts to check the classification of the text parts and to make alterations if necessary. The code system presented here is the result of several checking cycles. It represents the map which outlines previous information and provides a framework for the analysis of further cases.

3. I collected from the international scientific databases the scientific articles on Lean projects implemented at hospitals. I structured their content according to the category system established previously, and then I compared that with the corresponding pieces of information obtained from the basic literature items.

4. To remedy the deficiencies of the international case descriptions and to create a kind of control case, I identified a Hungarian development project which corresponded to a large extent to the objectives and approach of Lean. To do so, I first demonstrated on the basis of information and empirical research findings accessible in the technical literature that the application of the TQM approach and Lean have a significant intersection, which justifies the use of a case which applies TQM “only”, not lean management. I processed the case so selected, too, according to the previously established category system, and I kept comparing the results with information based on the basic literature and with the results of the analysis of the international cases.

5. On the basis of the basic literature items, the international cases and the case of the Hungarian hospital, I summarised the scientific knowledge base which is currently available on the lean transformation of hospital operation.
Figure 2: Lean hospital processes: main factors and their interrelationship, based on the relevant basic literature items
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3. Findings of the Dissertation

I used the code-system-based classification to interpret the information contained in the four basic literature items and in the technical literature on 20 foreign cases, one domestic case and the topic in general.


According to the research findings, a certain, apparently minor, group of hospitals applies the Lean as a strategic programme, in line with the philosophy represented by Womack – Jones (1996). The reason for that has not been clarified yet.

Furthermore, since the strategic approach to the Lean is also typical of a few hospitals only, it is hardly surprising that the specification of “customer value” is not a frequent topic either. It is rather thought-provoking, on the other hand, that even hospitals subject to some relevant initiatives usually stop at the “customer = patient” approach. This is partly explained by the work of Womack – Jones (1996), which considers the patient the customer of the health care service. On the other hand, given the well-known characteristics of health care, it would seem logical to proceed to a more complex definition of the customer, as is proposed by several researchers (Young – McClean, 2008; Proudlove et al., 2008; Angelis et al., 2008).

The relevance of performance evaluation systems in relation to value creation, target setting and the assessment of their accomplishment is a commonplace in business economics (Ghalayini et al., 1997; Wimmer, 2002). Although the research of Radnor et al. (2006) points to the negative effects of inadequate performance measurement systems, the foreign experience is that hospitals pay no attention to that. ZMK seems to be an exception in this respect, too, in that they operate such systems, but I could not assess their real effects in the absence of relevant data.
3.2. External Stakeholders of the Hospital

In addition to the obvious group of the patients themselves, a hospital may have several groups of external stakeholders. ZMK makes conscious efforts to manage these. In the basic literature, Radnor et al. (2006) identify them in the first place as a force exerting pressure in favour of change, but in relation to the foreign cases, only Laursen et al. (2003) treat the issue at all, and they highlight, through the anti-Lean effect of quota-based financing, the negative impacts which the regulatory authorities may have on operation efficiency.

3.3. Hospital Processes and Errors

The findings of a survey covering the hospitals of the US called the attention of the world to the fact that the proportion of errors and undesirable events in health care exceeded several times the corresponding rates typical in industrial production (Kohn – Corrigan, 2000). Human negligence as a targeted problem is frequent also in the researched cases. In addition, there are many problems related to service quality (e.g. waiting time) and efficiency (e.g. cancellation of operations). The basic literature attributes these problems to lack of process organisation and transparency, and to confusion (Spear, 2005; Proudlove et al., 2008; Young – McClean, 2008). This drives the attention to the absence of process-centred thinking, and of conscious process mapping and planning (Ahlström, 2004), to functionalism (Mezőfi, 2007; Parnaby – Towill (2008) and to the significant influence of the patients. The researched cases confirm these opinions and highlight the complexity of the health care processes which exceeds by far that of the typical industrial processes (Young – McClean, 2008; New et al., 2008; Ben-Tovim et al., 2007).

The development results described in connection with the foreign cases as well as ZMK’s case seem to confirm the hypothesis that conscious process management and standardisation will reduce process complexity and improve transparency and the rate of errors due to human negligence, while increasing service quality and efficiency.
3.4. The Changes

There is no general agreement as to the main factors triggering change. In Britain, on the initiative of NHS, the Lean has become imperative, hence the predominance of the category of “external pressure” (Radnor et al, 2006). An earlier Swedish research project, on the other hand, reported the prevalence of inner motivation (Jesper et al., 2003). The foreign cases do not discuss this issue. As for ZMK, both the environmental trends, and the interest of the young management acted in favour of the launch of the development projects there.

As for the nature of the Lean, both the basic literature and the cases reveal two distinct implementation approaches:

1. Short development projects are present in many foreign cases. These usually target local (ward-specific) objectives: quality development, waste reduction.

2. According to the experts, the right way to the accomplishment of sustainable results is to embark on a comprehensive programme-type implementation of the Lean, to ensure “lean operation” which considers the Lean a strategic device (Radnor et al., 2006; Grol et al., 2002; Williams et al., 2009; Joosten et al., 2009). The experience, however, is that a programme-type implementation will also be realised through a series of minor projects (Spear, 2005).

As for the success criteria of the Lean, Radnor et al. (2006) and Spear (2005) refer to the typical factors of successful change management (commitment of the management, clear target definition, good communication etc.), which suggests that change management is a crucial issue for the hospital in relation to the Lean.

3.5. Objectives and Scope of Lean Projects

The basic literature items stress the importance of the harmonisation of the project and the strategic objectives. Ideally, the projects are parts of strategic changes (Radnor et al., 2006; Spear, 2005; Proudlove at al., 2008; Young – McClean, 2008). In the foreign cases, specific project objectives are seldom identified; in the majority of the cases, we have every reason to assume that the projects are not linked to strategic objectives (except e.g. for Royal
Bolton Hospital: Fillingham, 2007), but they rather aim at solving local problems (e.g. Raab et al., 2006; Appleby, 2002). The process-centred approach and development in line with it appears in only a few cases (Laursen et al., 2003; Jimmerson et al., 2004).

ZMK’s case shows that strategic changes and the related top-to-bottom pre-planned minor or major projects as well as minor projects initiated from below to solve local problems are not in contradiction; on the contrary, they complement each another. The large projects are the instruments of implementing strategic change, whereas minor, ad hoc ones are indispensable for continuous development and everyday problem solving and learning.

The above considerations ease the tension between the importance of the strategic approach proclaimed by the basic literature items and the apparent independence of projects discussed in the case studies from the strategy, since supplementary information available on several hospitals suggests that the two systems can co-exist with success (e.g. Virginia Mason Medical Center, Flinders Medical Centre).

3.6. Management of Lean Projects

The research findings suggest that lean projects implemented in the hospital environment are most similar to the corresponding industrial projects: they are usually characterised by RIE (rapid improvement event) type development efforts implemented with the involvement of employees in the areas affected by the development, with the participation of the leadership, with the support of experienced external or internal experts, by cross-functional groups. (Radnor et al., 2006; Spear, 2005).

Project-level success criteria include precise target setting, the motivation of the participants (e.g. through the model example of the management, or the possibility of expressing their opinion), the allocation of the necessary resources and the active participation/interest of the managers. Winning the support of the medical staff seems to be a highly relevant success criterion.
3.7. Lean Tools

Within the basic literature, according to the research of Radnor et al. (2006), the tool frequency list is headed by the identification and elimination of the 7 forms of waste and by process mapping. At the same time, the cases mention but a few (mainly analytical) tools by their name known from industry (VSM, 5S, 5 Whys, Cause and Effect Analysis, A3 report etc.). The foreign case studies make explicit mention of only a few tools, which may be indicative of circles of basic-level users, but it may also be explained by the narrower scope of the projects concerned (which gives ground for the application of fewer tools).

The research findings of Radnor et al. (2006) are confirmed by the foreign cases: VSM is the most frequently used analytical tool. As for the development tools, process and activity standardisation and process re-design are the most frequent ones, which indicates the approximation of industrial standardisation. The third most frequently mentioned tool is the “andon principle”, that is, the signalling of irregularities in the process and the suspension of the activity. Given the saddening statistical results concerning the number of non-desirable events occurring in the hospital context, this no doubt is a welcome news. A further analysis of the tools point to an adaptive use of the industrial tools. The history of ZMK’s quality and process development efforts going back 20 years are in line with the explanations mentioned above.

The above findings support the assumption that the adapted versions of industrial solutions can stand their ground also in health care.

Furthermore, it has become obvious that in addition to the careful adaptation of industrial solutions to health care, one has to proceed with similar caution in case of the adaptation of solutions invented in the hospital environment from one ward to another or from one hospital to another.

3.8. The Results of the Lean

All the authors under study make efforts to highlight the results of the Lean, which I attribute in part to the relevant expectations. It is nevertheless surprising that the case descriptions as well as the basic literature items mention almost only positive outcomes. The
decisive majority of results identified by the research can be summed up by the simple statement that standardisation enhances reliability. Enhanced process reliability and the reduction of errors and superfluous work in turn improve many indicators of care provision (care provision time, number of infections, patient time etc.) and the situation improves also on the side of the care providers (less stress, smaller workload, more time). This leaves more staff time to deal with patients and improves the attitude of the personnel. Patients as well as staff become more satisfied. Last but not least, it has a beneficial effect on financial equilibrium.

Elkuzien et al. (2006) mention cases of failure beyond the rosy horizon which, however, are not highlighted is special reports. This is partly confirmed by the negative instances mentioned by others (Laursen et al., 2003; Raab et al., 2006; Furman – Caplan, 2007; ) and Jenei et al. (2008) who, albeit they refer to factors hindering development, emphasise that the projects overall had positive results. Although most of the negative effects are short-term ones, which later on reverse to the positive, according to Radnor et al. (2006), the project which originally aimed at cost or staff reduction failed to attain their objectives.

3.9. Resources and Capabilities

The success criteria of the Lean include the availability of the necessary human and other resources (Radnor et al., 2006) (primarily time to be spent on the projects) (Spear, 2005; Jimmerson et al., 2004). Both types of resources must be put in place by the management, and they depend on the commitment of the latter (Fillingham, 2007). The case of ZMK supports the above, although lack of resources was a hindering factor there.

In the initial period, resources allocation means primarily the allocation of staff time. Nevertheless, the outcome of the first projects may well be the smaller workload of the staff. Invested time and liberated time, however, will not necessarily occur at one and the same person. The Lean typically includes training to introduce the philosophy and the tools concerned, i.e. human resources development, and it actually demands further training (e.g. cross-functionality, flexibility achievement, awareness of analytical/problem solving tools). The intensity of the Lean may be reduced by the significant difference in capabilities between the employees (e.g. nursing vs. medical staff).
3.10. Organisational Structure

A structure based on disassociated functions, on wards and on the distinction of many levels of hierarchy, and encumbered with an extensive bureaucracy, impedes the spread of process-oriented thinking and hence the efficiency of the Lean as well (Spear, 2005, Radnor et al., 2006; Ahlström, 2004; Hellström et al., 2009). These propositions are supported by the relevant statements of the foreign case descriptions. ZMK’s case shows detachment from the classic, hierarchial, bureaucratic system in favour of progress towards a process-oriented organisation, but the existing deficiencies suggest that they have a long way to cover yet.

Despite every advantage of a process-oriented organisational structure, no drastic changes are recommended, since these might hinder operationality (Hellström et al., 2009).

3.11. Organisational Culture

The culture encountered at hospital organisations – a “blaming culture” – is a serious hindrance to the Lean, since its approach is diametrically opposed to lean thinking (Spear, 2005). According to the “blaming culture”, treatment and therapy are the task and responsibility of the doctors and the nurses as individuals. Therefore, if an error occurs anywhere, that is their responsibility, since the error is caused by their incompetence (Furman-Caplan, 2007). The identification of the errors of the individuals is hindered by the management’s fear of damage claims (Furman-Caplan, 2007), and the fact that those who are at a lower level of the hierarchy feel dependent of those who occupy higher positions, and hence they are reluctant to reveal errors committed by the latter (Shanon et al., 2006). The accepted form of behaviour is, therefore, to hush up errors and to circumvent problems instead of investigating and eliminating them. Since the problems will thus certainly recur, the workers consider them natural, normal, necessary concomitants of care provision, and after a while they go unnoticed (Braaten-Bellhouse, 2007). This way of thinking must be transformed in the course of the introduction of the Lean so as to make troubleshooting the generally accepted norm.

The case descriptions as well as the experience of ZMK highlight that excessive insistence on the autonomy of the doctor will, on the one hand, unnecessarily hinder the Lean
Despite the significant and direct effect of the team leaders’ level on producing the results of the Lean and on their sustainment, success will depend on the attitude of the circle of upper managers. Without their commitment and support, the Lean will be an isolated local initiative (Radnor, 2006; Fillingham, 2007). In ZMK’s case, many initiatives are thwarted at the level of ward heads, due to lack of motivation coupled with a strong bargaining position among the professionally outstanding medical staff.

Resistance to change (Jimmerson et al., 2004) may be due to natural aversion to change and excessive regulation (Nelson-Peterson – Leppa, 2007), disdain for management tools used in industry (Laursen et al., 2003), an automatic refusal of tools taken over from industry or, as indicated already, the way of thinking of the organisation (Kim et al., 2006). The experience is that initial resistance and aversion can be altered by participation in the events and by understanding the potential outcomes (Jimmerson et al., 2004; Shannon et al., 2006; Nelson-Peterson – Leppa, 2007; Powell, 2009).

Organisational culture thus affects the possibilities of the Lean and vice versa. The Lean will be the more effective, the closer the actual organisational culture to that of a lean (learning) organisation, where error identification, analysis and elimination is part of the everyday activities and the process-oriented approach and close co-operation between the various professions is the norm of operation. It is the materialisation of this ideal that Radnor et al. (2006) call organizational readiness, which can be assessed prior to the launch of the Lean and allows to determine the time perspective and resources demand of its introduction.

3.12. External Support

One efficient solution for the hospitals is to have recourse to external support (Radnor et al., 2006; Proudlove et al., 2008). However, given the scanty experiences available on the lean transformation of hospital processes, no hospital can spare the learning process, even if they rely on external assistance. In addition to the clear statement of position in the basic literature items and the experiences of the ZMK, information contained in the foreign
case descriptions also refer at several places to the use of foreign assistance (Powell, 2009). The special methodology for the shared learning of hospitals and external experts is called action research or action learning (Coughlan – Coghlan, 2002; Jimmerson et al., 2004; Laursen et al., 2003; Jenei et al., 2008).
4. Potential Areas of Utilisation of the Dissertation

4.1. Scientific Relevance of the Dissertation Findings

Since, uniquely in this area, the Dissertation provides an in-depth analysis and systematic description of information collected from 17 sources on 20 cases, its scientific findings are of particular relevance to the community of researchers. Consequently, it is suitable for obtaining a general overview of the technical literature on the lean transformation of hospital processes and of the relevant experiences, and can thus be of help to review editors, opponents or researchers who are about to learn about this topic. Since the paper provides systematic information and highlights contradictions and missing details, it can help identify new areas of research and formulate new questions, i.e., it is a good basis for further research.

4.2. Practical Relevance of the Dissertation Findings

Systematic information produced as a result of the research will provide a good point of reference to experts active in the design or execution of the lean transformation of hospital processes in the capacity of manager, employee or consultant. Far from providing a comprehensive image of every aspect of the question, of the problems encountered in the Lean, the topics discussed in the Dissertation will in all probability come up and be among the most prominent issues in every case study. Furthermore, the questions asked here may encourage the experts to reconsider and upgrade the practice of the Lean.
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